Nerve-induced responses of mouse vaginal smooth muscle.
Neural and agonist-induced contractions of proximal (i.e. upper half adjacent to the cervix) and distal mouse vaginal smooth muscle strips were investigated. We hypothesised that nerve-mediated vaginal contractions arise through activity of cholinergic nerves. Nerve activation by bursts of electrical field stimulation (EFS) caused a primary transient contraction often accompanied by a secondary transient contraction, both larger in proximal than distal tissues (i.e. primary: 7-fold larger; secondary: 3-fold larger). Our hypothesis was supported as we found that cholinergic nerves mediated the primary transient contraction in both proximal and distal vaginal strips, as EFS responses were enhanced by neostigmine an anticholinesterase, massively inhibited by the competitive muscarinic receptor antagonist atropine and not affected by the non-selective α-adrenergic receptor antagonist phentolamine. Primary transient contractions were halved in amplitude by the L-type Ca2+ channel blocker nifedipine and markedly inhibited by the sarco-endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA) inhibitor cyclopiazonic acid (CPA). Resultant secondary transient contractions were abolished by nifedipine. Notably, the selective α1-adrenergic receptor agonist phenylephrine caused tonic contracture in distal but not proximal strips. Low-frequency EFS often initiated recurrent transient contractions similar to those elicited by CCh. Immunohistochemical studies demonstrated innervation of the smooth muscle. Findings of enhanced proximal cholinergic nerve-induced transient contractions, evidence that maintained nerve stimulation could cause recurrent contractions and the finding of distal phenylephrine-mediated tonic contraction have implications on insemination.